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Zurich to open Switzerland’s rst LGBTI elder
care homes

▲

Keystone

Zurich is gearing up to open apartments and nursing homes for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and intersex elderly people by 2025.
July 12, 2020 - 15:12
Keystone-SDA/ds
The pioneering project spans 20 apartments with 1.5 to 3.5 rooms and three
medical housing units, according to plans unveiled by municipal authorities this
week.
The infrastructure will be built over the next three years, according to KeystoneSDA news agency.
/

The project is part of the "Old Age Strategy 2035" of the municipality of Zurich and
was conceived with the participation of LBGT organisation queerAltern, which
focuses on the elderly.
"This is a welcome and exciting initiative," says Geneviève Donnet, LGBTIQ* aging
project manager at the 360 association in Geneva.
There is no project of this kind in French-speaking Switzerland yet, Donnet notes,
but the idea often comes up in discussions among older members of the
community.
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Swiss parliament pushes forward on same sex-marriage
Jun 11, 2020 • Same-sex couples should be able to get married and lesbians should have access
to sperm donation, says the House of Representatives.
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How did Switzerland become Switzerland? The most impor‐
tant chapters in Swiss history up to 1848
1848 saw the creation of the Swiss federal state and a unique democratic island in the sea
of monarchist Europe.
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More cases of vio‐
lence against gays
reported

Swiss anti-gay dis‐
crimination vote
sends ‘strong signal’

Swiss roundly bac
protection agains
LGB discriminatio

May 17, 2020 • Attacks against
members of sexual minority
groups in Switzerland increased
dramatically last year, LGBTI com‐
munities say.

Feb 10, 2020 • The Swiss press
have largely welcomed voters’
broad support to closing a loop‐
hole in lesbian, gay and bisexual
(LGB) rights.

Feb 9, 2020 • Voters have
dorsed a proposed law to m
illegal to discriminate again
ple based on their sexual
orientation.
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GAZA
July 13, 2020 - 08:22
Politics religion money and sex, taboo at the dinner table, for my mind you might want to sort
aged care out first before you cater to minorities specific needs, is this discriminatory I don't
think so, for my mind it tends to pragmatic. I've just touched on the issue, it can be much
further developed and given much broader cover but anyhow for my mind......
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BRENDA
July 13, 2020 - 08:44
There is always a "bigger problem" at hand based on who you're talking to. Doesn't mean
you should only stop and focus on that single aspect.It's a positive development and I
hope it goes well.
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